Press release
ERP Power and Lumitronix form strategic partnership
The US-based power supply manufacturer ERP Power and the German LED company Lumitronix
have decided on a joint path. The technology company from California, which is still relatively unknown
in Europe, has chosen the LED specialist LUMITRONIX® from Hechingen to market its compact and
powerful LED drivers and power supplies. The official distribution by Lumitronix includes the following
countries: Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France, Netherlands and Belgium.
"ERP's products are particularly convincing due to their minimal size (one fifth smaller than products
from other manufacturers) and a very high power density, which makes integration and installation
very easy. In addition, great importance has been attached to a very high quality," says Christian
Hoffmann, CEO of Lumitronix.
The world's leading trade fair for lighting and building technology "Light + Building" in Frankfurt am
Main provided the perfect stage to publicly announce the strategic partnership between ERP Power
and Lumitronix and to seal it with a handshake.
About Lumitronix
Lumitronix has been one of the leading specialists for LEDs and LED products for many years. As a
competent partner for industry, Lumitronix possesses a broad practical knowledge from numerous
industries. The Swabian company based in Hechingen has ISO 9001 certification and is also an
official distributor of market-leading manufacturers of LED technology. Lumitronix does not only deal
with the distribution of LED products, but also develops and manufactures in-house according to
customer-specific requirements. Quality Made in Germany.
About ERP Power™
ERP Power™ was founded in 2004. Since that time the company has been developing and producing
highly efficient control gear for LED lighting in a very compact design. Due to the smaller design, the
development of housings for luminaires is no longer dominated by the size of the control gear and thus
opens up new degrees of freedom. ERP Power™ offers products that are certified according to current
standards. Further developments are aimed at wired or wireless communication. ERP Power™ is
based in the USA in Moorpark California and has ISO9001 certified production. Further information is
to be found under www.erp-power.com
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